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RELATED ITEMS functionality allows you to set up relations between part numbers that other
WarehouseTWO members might search for and the part numbers that you might upload to your
WarehouseTWO account. This feature is useful for these circumstances:


Your part numbers, as entered in your ERP item database, do not conform to your manufacturers’
exact part numbering system.



You want to offer substitutes to items that other WarehouseTWO members might search for, such as
less common variations of more commonly used items.



You stock components, not assembled or completed items. When other WarehouseTWO members
search for an assembled or completed item, you want your stocked component(s) to also appear in
the search result.

RELATED ITEMS is a premium feature. It is available only to accounts with memberships at level 3 or
higher. Only account administrators can access this feature.
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 Upload a List of Related Items: To upload a RELATED ITEMS file, click on the “Browse…” button,
and then find the desired file on your computer.

 Click on the UPLOAD button to upload your data file.
 Search for a specific related item record: to edit or delete a single related item record, enter a
partial or complete part number here. (This is an unfiltered search, similar to an unfiltered search on
the SEARCH screen.)

 After entering a part number in the field to the left, click on the SEARCH button to find a specific
related item record.

 Click on the RESET button to clear your search results and your entry in the search field.
 Manage Related Items Records: Click on the link, “Add New Item” to enter a new related items
record. Click on the link, “Export Current Postings to File” to download a complete list of all related
items currently posted to your account. You can edit this file and then re-upload the edited file. Click
on “Delete All Related Items” to completely delete all records currently posted to your account.

 Download Posting Templates: Click on either link to download a template file for either file format
accepted: Excel file or pipe-character delimited text file.

 Relation Type Legend: This is display is for reference only. The types of relationships are:
“Component” (C): Your offered item, when assembled with one or more items, results in an
assembly that has a different part number that buyers are likely to search for.
“Equivalent” (E): Your offered item is the exact same item that was searched for, but you use a
different part number in your ERP system (e.g., not the manufacturer’s exact part
number.)“Substitute” (S): Your offered item is a functionally similar to what was searched for,
but not an exact equivalent.

 # Items per Page: Change how many related items records will be displayed on each page.
Choices are “10” (default), “25”, “50” and “100”. A browser cookie will remember your previous
setting.

 Page navigation: This functionality allows you to advance to other pages of your uploaded records.
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How Related Items Appear in Search Results
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 The RELATED ITEMS functionality appears only in the search results on the SEARCH and MULTISEARCH pages.

 Assigned RELATED ITEMS relationship codes only appear in “Exact Match” searches. If a related
item appears in any other search result, a question mark (“?”) appears in the “Rel” (for “Related Item”)
column. This is because the related item that appears may be related to other items that appear in
the search result, and the exact nature of the relation is indeterminable.

 RELATED ITEMS appear in search results when these two conditions are met:
a) A seller has posted an item to his WarehouseTWO account, using the POST INVENTORY
function
b) The seller has entered a relationship between the item the buyer has searched for (using a
“Part Number” search) and the item the seller has posted to his WarehouseTWO account
There are three types of relations, each identified by a single letter code:

 “Component” (C): This code identifies an item that can be used to create an assembly that is the
item that is being searched for. For example, this might identify a tube fitting body that, when a nut
and ferrule/sleeve are added, becomes the assembly item that was searched for.
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 “Substitute” (S): This code identifies items that are not exactly what was searched for, but may be
acceptable replacement items. Examples include items with extra options that may not be needed,
functional equivalents, similar items with slightly different specifications or capabilities, and generic
replacements for branded items.

 “Equivalent” (E): This code identifies the exact same item that was searched for, but for which the
seller is using an alternative part number. This might be used by a member who does not have the
manufacturer’s exact part numbers entered into his ERP system, but he wants his items to appear in
search results when other members are searching by manufacturer’s exact part numbers.

 RELATED ITEMS Code Legend: This text identifies the codes and explains why a question mark
might appear next to a related item. (See item #2 above for this explanation.)
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 Download Posting Templates: The RELATED ITEMS function accepts two types of data files: a
completely unformatted Excel file or a pipe-character (“|”) delimited text file. A record in either file
consists of three fields, in this sequence:
a) “Search String”: This is the text that you expect buyers to search for in the “Part Number” field in
the SEARCH or MULTI-SEARCH functions.
b) “My Search String: This is a part number that you might upload to your WarehouseTWO account
using the POST INVENTORY function.
c) “Relation Type”: This is the single-letter code identifying the type of relation. The only
acceptable values in this field are “C”, “E” and “S”.

The Excel template looks like this:
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Guidelines for creating a correctly formatted RELATED ITEMS upload file in Excel (“.xls” or “.xlsx”)
format:
#1 The first row MUST contain the column header values, exactly as shown.
#2 The file may not have any blank rows between rows of data.
#3 Column A, "Search_String", should contain part numbers that buyers are likely to
search for.
#4 Column B, "My_Search_String", should contain part numbers that you have posted.
#5 Column C, "Relation_Type", must contain one of these single letter codes:
C (if your item is a COMPONENT of the "Search_String" assembled item)
E (if your item is an exact EQUIVALENT to the "Search_String" item)
S (if your item is a reasonable SUBSTITUTE for the "Search_String" item)
#6 The Excel file must contain only one worksheet.
#7 There must be no formatting done to any cell in the Excel file.
Column widths in the final upload file are inconsequential.
A properly formatted Excel file should look similar to this:

The pipe-delimited template file looks like this:
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Guidelines for creating a correctly formatted RELATED ITEMS upload file in pipe-delimited text format
(.txt):
#1 Each record must be on its own line, separated by a carriage return and in the format of
Field_1|Field_2|Field_3
#2 The file may not have any blank rows between rows of data.
#3 Field_1, "Search_String", should contain part numbers buyeea users are likely to search
for.
#4 Field_2, "My_Search_String", should contain part numbers that you might post.
#5 Field_3, "Relation_Type", must contain one of these single letter codes:
C (if your item is a COMPONENT of the "Search_String" assembled item)
E (if your item is an exact EQUIVALENT to the "Search_String" item)
S (if your item is a reasonable SUBSTITUTE for the "Search_String" item)
A properly formatted pipe-delimited file should look similar to this:

 To upload a RELATED ITEMS file, click on the “Browse…” button. Find the desired file on your
computer. Then click on the UPLOAD button to upload the data file. Your data file should get
uploaded, and you should see the results, in less than one minute.

 To add a new RELATED ITEM record manually, click on the “Add New Item” link.
 To edit an existing RELATED ITEM record, click on the desired record by its “Search String” value.
 To find a specific RELATED ITEM record, enter a part or all of either value in the record’s “Search
String” or “My Search String” record, and then click on the SEARCH button. Then click on the









desired item in the resulting search result list to edit or delete it.
To add a new RELATED ITEM record or to edit an existing one on the record edit screen (above):

 Enter or edit the “Search String” field. This is the text that you expect buyers to search for in the
“Part Number” field in the SEARCH or MULTI-SEARCH functions.
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 Enter or edit the “My Search String” field. This is a part number that you might upload to your
WarehouseTWO account using the POST INVENTORY function.

 Select the correct relation type in this drop-down list. Refer to the explanation of these three choices,
in a previous section in this tutorial document.

 To cancel your changes or the addition of a newly entered RELATED ITEM record, click on the
CANCEL button.

 To save your changes or the addition of a newly entered RELATED ITEM record, click on the SAVE
button.

Tips and Tricks ___________________________________________________
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To get the best results with the RELATED ITEMS feature:
1. For each of your excess/dead items, enter one or more relations between that item and a similar,
more common item. Price your item very competitively, such as 20% less than a competitive price of
the common item.
2. Use the RELATED ITEMS functionality so that your posted items appear in search results, even if
you do not use the manufacturer’s exact part number in your ERP system.
3. Carefully read the file format guidelines included here and in either data upload file. Virtually all
upload errors are caused by disregarding one or more of these guidelines.
4. When considering purchasing a related item, first verify with the selling member the usability of the
item prior to purchasing the item.

Got a Question? __________________________________________________
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Got a question about this feature? Let us help:
a) Email us.
b) Call us at 650.329.1592.
c) Post your question to our LinkedIn group, WarehouseTWO Users Forum.
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